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About This Game

This game is an interesting puzzle, and its object is to draw a line through checkpoints.
The main difficulty is to plan the route; to make it right, you need to think carefully sometimes.

The further you progress, the harder the levels become, and the challenges are getting more interesting.

This is a great puzzle for a couple of evenings.

Carefully studying the tips of your assistant, you can get valuable tips that will help you in solving problems. And the main tool
for solving them is your wit and ingenuity, good luck on this path.
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I would really like to play this game, but all I get when I start is a black screen. What are causes of that?. VEmpire-The Kings
Of Darkness is an indie deckbuilder-card game. It was developed for almost 4 years before it was released on Steam as an Early
Access title. It is based on historical events & one of the most influential families in European history with a vampiric fantasy
twist that gives the game an engaging and unique atmosphere.

PROS:
-Early Access: How EA is supposed to be. Four years development before releasing provides a solid proof that the developer
seriously cares about his project and desires to make the best out of it. The game is stable; PvP is ready with casual as well as
ranked matches in play. The reason the game is on EA is for to implement a story mode(campaign) in single player as well as
for fine tuning and adding content. Details can make the difference between a good and a great game!

-No Free2Play, No Pay2Win. You pay once & get the whole thing making PvP an honest gaming experience.

-Theme: Creativity upon the concept, historical accuracy, great atmosphere with strong attention on detail.

-Artwork: Top notch card design from locations to spells and characters. Cards are so beautiful to look at that i caught myself
altering my game plans and strategies just to have them in my Empire.

-Music: Great music & sound design adding to the thematic atmosphere of the game. One can easily see after spending some
hours in play that the aesthetics of the game reflects the dedication of the developer and adds to the gaming experience.

-Gameplay: Where the game shines! Variety of cards (Locations, Attack cards, Power cards, Offensive and Defensive Spells)
different for each of the four factions making each gameplay a different and unique experience. One of the things that i really
enjoy is that the AI is not just cosmetic: With three levels of difficulty it gives the player a good challenge adding to the
replayability of the single player mode. One needs to play so to understand many strategic layers of the game and to feel the joy
of making the right decision at the right time turning the tide when all seem lost.

CONS:
-No playthrough videos on Youtube.

-Tutorial: Though it provides all details on how to play it is a little static and not so enganging at the moment.

All and all i highly recommend this game. Dedication and love from the developer ensures that this title is only going forward!.
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game is very addictive, although I have only played for a short while I think I can still review it.
The clan system is not a very well done unless your very active over steam or a tatcial Russian community or something???
The opening is short and sweet but tells u all u need to know
I would highly reccomend this game. Well it is to basic in to many places to cal it good. First some positives, I like weapons,
upgrades and especially secondary weapons like swirly snake laser thing :) And that is about that now some negatives:
looks bad, even mobile space shooters looks better, on top of that there are way to many effects stapled together that very easily
create chaos on screen and you can get hit or killed in this mess. you can turn off bloom, post process and turn on low details but
stil to many and to big particle effects can easily obscure what is happening on screen, and on top of that whoel background is
also to busy and distracting. Another thing you don't have in game menu, want change something? exit game and go to main
menu and funny thing is you can't go to main menu or turn off game in between missions you actually have to go to next mission
and then go to main menu :) And lastly levels you have 4 levels types one shoot meteorites and salvage money from them, next
mission is to fight enemies for some time - until you reach planet and destroy it so on nest level you will have some new
meteorite to destroy :) and you have this for 8 levels straight, super boring itself next after 8 repetitive levels you will have to
survive ambush for some time and next level fight with enemies and warship until you reach planet, destroy it and you guest
next level you will salvage asteroids :) Very boring concept. And one more thing, in the vast infinite cosmic space you can only
move in smaller or bigger circle, not much freedom here :). Updated review:
Overall opinion - I recommend this game. It is mostly fun.
This game has quite a few bugs in it, but none of them, from what I found, break saved games. A couple of them do require you
to quit the game and reload it, but saved-games are intact.
The bugs are not exploitable, but they are humourous. I kinda hope the dev's leave them in the game.
The ending of the game is a big letdown IMHO. It's like a cliff hanger at the end of a TV series season. Either the dev's intend
to add more gameplay with an update, or they're going to release either DLC or a Deiland 2 to complete the story.
The keyboard controls take some getting used to, but once you've got them under control (pun intended), the game is easy to
play.

Old review:
Liking this game quite a lot. Will probably update this review at a later date after I've "finished" the game, but so far, very
good.. Honestly one of the best games ive ever played. imean it takes in to account all fo the things that make a grate game. My
sister knows the developer personally and he hase put tons of time into this game. I hope you injoy the game like i will.

P.S. : amasing controler sapport and graphics.. This game is pretty good, espacially the sound design.. To find my inner peace
again I\u00b4d have to admit my defeat (<= what my shrink tells me).

Here we go:

I AM A SORRY LOOSER AND CANT PRESS 4 BUTTONS TO DRIVE A CAR OVER AN OPEN ROAD!!!

If you don\u00b4t care about inner peace and self-esteem, you\u00b4d better put a Dollar\/Euro on the table and find out wether
you can beat this game. It\u00b4s well made and a perfect test for your patience. You might even get to know yourself a little
better than you ever wanted.

Meanwhile I\u00b4m going to retire from games with moving objects and will explore the yet unknown world of hidden-object
games. I really hope that my mousing skills are up to that task :S
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Do not buy this game if you have played any sims recently. Mediocre graphics and physics. Too easy on the most difficult
settings.. very very bad.. looks promising but fell very short. game is unstable, servers laggy, and gameplay broken, i feel like
this game is going to give me a virus. there's literally only one server thats full with 8 people playing on it, but I only had to wait
a couple seconds before someone left because thats how bad this game is. I played for 5 minutes before the game crashed when
i got into a point blank gunfight with another player. the only thing that worked well was the uninstall button. Don't even bother
installing this game, you'll uninstall it even faster. This game is very fun.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=TnHaUIsFVtM
The most disapointing game i've played in a long time, nothing works, the character controls as if he's locked on rails and has a
response time of almost half a second. Don't waste your time playing this game, I've already done it for you.. I've been looking
for a platformer like this and once i saw the trailer, I had to try it out.

BEFORE BUYING THIS GAME READ THIS:

Unless, you are a platforming pro, expect to die a lot in this game. Checkpoints are relatively sparse and the game does not hold
your hand. The demo may seem easy but the game is not. There also does not seem to be an easy \/ hard mode - its all one mode.

Once you finished the intro bit, you have access to seven diverse locations, all of which are hard levels and different in their
own way. Once you finish the level, im not sure if there will be other levels unlocked.

If you like Megaman, you'll probably like this.

If you do not like loosing and consequently starting the level again from the start, you will not like this.. This game is amazing.
The difficulty level is on point, the hand-drawn grafics are great, and the game has a wit also. Nepenthe is an all around good
game that everyone should play. If you don't like this game, your opinion is WRONG.
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